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Culture Connection presents Women’s Voices, a unique programme about female
freethinkers, peacemakers and connectors
with singing, music, and poetry from various cultures and spiritual traditions
Women’s Voices is a unique performance with singing, music, poetry and stories by female
artists from various cultures and spiritual traditions. In the spotlight are vocal ensemble
Wishful Singing, singers Namgyal Lhamo and Sally Hanna, poet Randa Awad and spoken word
artist Gabriel Erlach. To celebrate Utrecht’s 900th anniversary, they join forces in a richly
varied programme about female freethinkers, peacemakers and innovators.
On Thursday 10 November, the Women’s Voice’s performance takes place in the Geertekerk
and will feature songs by medieval powerwomen such as Kassia and Hildegard von Bingen,
Tibetan spiritual songs and meditative mantras, Egyptian-Coptic chants, contemporary
compositions and spoken word. In the run-up to the performance, Namgyal Lhamo will give a
Tibetan vocal workshop and there are dialogue dinners in Leidsche Rijn and Kanaleneiland.
Inspiration
Jeanneke den Boer from organizer Culture Connection: “Women’s Voices features stories of women who
chart their own course, follow their ideals and persevere regardless of obstacles in their way. Women
who are committed to a better future for all, for peace, freedom, equality and solidarity. What drives
them and from where do they draw their strength? That fascinates me. The artists have brought together
beautiful songs and lyrics on this: from a wonderful 9th-century composition by the Byzantine nun Kassia
to a brand-new captivating poem by the Utrecht-Palestinian Randa Awad; from a Tibetan mantra for
peace by Namgyal Lhamo to an Egyptian Maria hymn from Sally Hanna. Tremendous to be able to
present this briliant music and word-art full of spiritual wealth to a wide-ranging audience of women and
men of all cultures in one of the most beautiful churches of Utrecht.”

In-depth programme
On 23 October Namgyal Lhamo will give a workshop in Tibetan singing and mantras in the Werfkring. At
dialogue dinners in a cultural setting, we make further acquaintance with the performing artists and with
each others’ stories. In Resto VanHarte Leidsche Rijn on 28 October and Resto VanHarte Kanaleneiland
on 1 November in cooperation with Utrecht in Dialogue.

Performing artists
The five classically trained singers of Wishful Singing master a wide range of music styles: from classical
to new composed music, from religious to pop music. In recent years they have discovered the timeless
beauty of Gregorian chant. In collaboration with Herman Finkers, they sang the Missa in Mysterium and
they have developed online courses in Gregorian chant. Their programme “Sing yourself strong’, which
helps long covid patients to recover through singing and breathing exercises, started in 2021.
Namgyal Lhamo is a world-famous Tibetan singer and lute player, born in Nepal, currently living in
Utrecht. She sings Tibetan opera, folk and Buddhist repertoire and is a much sought-after performer at
international peace festivals. Her pure singing can be heard, for example, in the film music of “Seven
Years in Tibet”.

Sally Hanna has a golden voice and sings in the Coptic Church of Utrecht. In Egypt, Copts are the most
important Christian community. In their religious services, the Arabic language merges with Christian
culture and beautiful songs are sung.
Gabriel Erlach is a spoken word artist, a reporter for RTV Utrecht and initiator of many cultural
programmes. She is a proud resident and a real linchpin of Kanaleneiland. In her opening text she pays
tribute to the women of Utrecht.
Randa Awad is a writer and publicist with Palestinian roots, from Syria. She studied English language and
literature in Damascus. Since 2015, she has been living in Utrecht with her two daughters. Awad writes
short stories, poetry and plays.
On 10 November Claartje Kruijff, a pastor in the Geertekerk, will give a welcome speech about the
church as a sanctuary for rest, reflection and meeting. In 2018 she was theologian of the Netherlands.

Utrecht 900 years
The motto of the Utrecht anniversary year is ‘City without walls, open, involved, hospitable and
connected with each other”. As Jeanneke den Boer says, this fits in perfectly with the mission of Culture
Connection. “With Culture Connection we want to bring together artists and audiences from different
backgrounds, people who don’t naturally come into contact with each other. With our programmes we
aim to make imaginary walls between groups disappear, and we want to make meeting, good
conversation, but also artistic exchange and musical collaboration possible. In this way we look for shared
passion and dreams for the future, but we also highlight the differences and contrasts.”

Further information and tickets via www.culture-connection.org
Partners
Women’s Voices, an initiative of the Culture Connection foundation, has been set up in collaboration
with Utrecht 900, Geertekerk/Remonstrant Congregation of Utrecht, Sint Maarten Utrecht, Utrecht in
Dialogue, Resto VanHarte, Residencies in Utrecht, Gabriel Erlach and many others. Thanks to the Utrecht
municipality and the K.F. Hein fund.
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